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Abstract:
In this research, we examined the joint influence of product aesthetics and typicality on preference
responses by using the chair as the example product. We selected 88 chairs covering a wide range
of forms as the stimuli, and used 3 sets of bipolar adjectives “beautiful-ugly” (operative on product
aesthetics), “typical-unique” (operative on typicality), and “like-dislike” (operative on preference)
to cond uct an semantic d ifferential su rvey. Sixty sub jects participated in th e stud y, of which 30
subjects are with design background, and 30 are without design background.
The results confirm that the relationship between preference and aesthetics is a linearly increasing
function, where the m ost preferred chai rs are th ose with h igh lev el of aesth etics; and th at the
relationship between preference and typicality is an inverted-U function, where the most preferred
chairs are t hose with a m oderate lev el of typ icality. In add ition, we found th at th e ran ges of
aesthetics-preference sco res realized by stimuli d epend on th eir typ icality sco res. C hairs with
medium-level of typ icality sco res correspon d t o h igher scores in aest hetics and preferen ce;
whereas highly typ ical o r novel ch airs n ear th e t wo ex tremes o n typ icality co rrespond to lower
scores in aesth etics and

preference. These find ings i ndicate th at t ypicality, aest hetics an d

preference may form a crescent moon shaped, inclined surface in three dimensions. We also found
that t he t wo groups o f s ubjects resp onded differently to th e stim uli. Although t he relatio nship
between preferen ce and typ icality ex hibits an inv erted-U fun ction for bo th g roups, participants
with d esign back ground are more am icable to wards novel d esigns, th an t hose without d esign
background.
Key words: Semantics, Aesthetics and Experience in Design (primary keyword), Human
Behaviors, Perception, and Emotion

1. Introduction
Typicality may be considered as a referential basis for the design of a product. By introducing differences in the
form, color and texture, designers se ek to make a product new a nd original. Recentl y, Hekkert et al. (2003)
investigated the relations between product typicality, novelty and aesthetic preference. He concluded that people
prefer d esigns of t he best co mbination of typ icality an d nov elty, as the d esign principle “m ost adv ance yet
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acceptable” a dvocated by Ra ymond L oewy. Howe ver, product aestheti cs is also wel l recognize d to play an
important role in evoking preference responses towards product appearance (Veryzer & Hu tchinson, 19 98). In
this research, we ex amine th e jo int influ ence of pro duct aesthetics and typicality o n preferen ce respo nses, by
using the chair as the example product.
We use t he term “aesthetic s” to re fer to product aes thetics present ed to t he se nses through t he product
appearance (L ewalski, 1988), and select t he adjective-pai r “ugly-beauty ” fo r m easuring aest hetics judgm ents
(Jacobsen et al ., 2004). We defined “typicality” as “g oodness of ex ample”, the degree that a product represent
the category, and select th e adjective-pair “typical-novel” for measuring typicality judgments. Based on results
of prior researches in the literature, we hypothesized that preference is a lin ear function of aesthetics, and that
preference is an inverted-U function of typicality.

2. Method
2.1 Stimuli
We began by conducting a pilot study to obtain an operational definition of th e shape of a “typ ical chair”. We
asked 34 sophomore students with industrial design major to draw sketches in response to the question “what is
the image that comes out first in your mind as soon as the name ‘chair’ is mentioned?”. The results are shown in
Figure 1. An examination of the 34 sketches revealed that a majority of 25 chairs were similar in their forms: all
had four le gs, a flat seat, a vertical back, a nd all but on e with no arms. The other 9 chairs were diverse in their
shapes. Based on this pilot study, we d esignated the shape most commonly illustrated (Figure 1, upper right) as
the “typical chair” for collecting stimuli.

Figure 1. 34 sketches of the “typical chair”
Using the “typical chair” (Figure 1, upper right) as the basis, 523 photos of chairs were collected by using search
engines, from websites of furniture companies, and from the book 1000 Chairs (Fiell & Fiell, 1997) to cover a
wide range of chairs from typical to unique. Two experienced designers (with more than 5 ye ars of experience)
examined the chairs and eliminated those similar in shape to redu ce the total number to 213. Next, card so rting
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and hierarchical clustering methods were employed to produce the final set of representative chairs. We asked 5
senior st udents wi th design background t o i ndependently sort t he c hairs i nto groups a ccording t o t he chai rs’
similarities in shape. We then analyzed the sorting results by using the hierarchical clustering function in SPSS.
Finally, we arrived at 88 representative chairs, of which, 41 are from the book 1000 Chairs (produced between
1900 and 1997) and 47 from the internet (produced during the last two decades).

2.2 Participants
The participants were recruited from the student population of Ming-Chi University of Technology in Taiwan.
Two gr oups of p articipants were r ecruited: th irty with desig n b ackground and t hirty witho ut. Th e first group
consists o f se nior st udents f rom Ind ustrial Design Department (1 8 m ales an d 12 females). T he sec ond g roup
consists o f so phomore st udents from Engi neering ( 16) a nd M anagement ( 14) Departments ( 21 m ales an d 9
females).

2.3 Procedure
Three adjective-pairs were selected as the rating scales to operationalize aesthetics, typicality and preference:
1. Aesthetics: ugly-beautiful
2. Typicality: typical-unique
3. Preference: dislike-like
At the beginning of t he task, th e participant familiarized with the range of stim uli by viewing the photos of the
88 c hairs t hat were s pread on t he ta ble. Next, t he participant eval uated the chairs in three sessions. In eac h
session, the participant divided the 88 chairs with respect to a pair of adjectives into 9 groups corresponding to a
9-poing rating scale. To reduce cog nitive loading, the participant was first asked to divide the chairs into three
groups representing low, medium and high levels, and then further divided each group into three subgroups to
arrive at a to tal nu mber of 9 gr oups. The number of ch airs w as allow ed to be uneven or vo id in each group.
Participants were also asked to review the grouping and to make adjustments where necessary. The participant
performed the grouping tasks at his/ her own pace, and co mpleted the three sessions of grouping tasks in about
one hour.

3. Results
3.1 Relationships among Typicality, Aesthetics and Preference
We obtained rating means for the stimuli for each pair of adjectives operationalizing on typicality, aesthetics and
preference. We first tested the h ypothesis th at preference is an inv erted-U fun ction of typ icality. By using t he
SPSS quadratic curve model, we found the best fitting quadratic curve for the relationship between typicality and
preference. T he resul t sh owed t hat t he quadratic rel ationship i s si gnificant (d f = 8 5, F = 8. 90, p = 0. 000),
confirming our hypothesis. Figure 2 shows the scatter diagram and the inverted-U curve.
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Figure 2. Scatter diagram of typicality and preference for all participants
To investigate the possible differences between participants with different backgrounds, we tested the quadratic
curve relationship between typicality and preference for the two groups of participants with and without design
background, respectively. The results, as exhibited in Figures 3 (left diagram) and 4 (left diagram), show that an
inverted-U relationship exists between typicality and preference, for both cases (non-design background df = 85,
F = 11.1, p = 0.000; design background df = 85, F = 6.91, p = 0.002).
Next, we t ested t he hy pothesis t hat preference i s a l inear f unction of ae sthetics by l inear regression (Pearsonproduct moment correlations). The results are shown in Figure 3 (right diagram) and Figure 4 (right diagram). As
expected, the results revealed that there were strongly positive correlation between aesthetics and preference, for
both groups of participants (non-design background r = 0.892, p<0.05; design background r = 0.911, p<0.05).
These findings are in line with previous studies that the more beautiful is an object, the higher the preference. In
addition, the distribution of stimuli for participants with design background appeared to scatter wider than that
for participants without design background.
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Figure 3. Scatter diagrams between typicality and preference, and between aesthetics and preference
for participants without design background

Figure 4. Scatter diagrams between typicality and preference, and between aesthetics and preference
for participants with design background
We further examined the joint influence of product aesthetics and typicality on preference responses, for the two
groups o f participants with and wi thout design bac kground, res pectively. For each gr oup of participants, we
divided th e stimuli in to 8 sectio ns acco rding t o th eir ty picality lev els fro m lo w to h igh b y using k -means
clustering. We then tested the hypothesis that preference is a linear function of aesthetics by linear regression for
each section of stimuli with similar levels of typicality. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the results indicate that there
are strongly positive correlation between aesthetics and preference, for each section of stimuli with similar level
of typicality.
Table 1. Relationship between aesthetics and preference for 8 sections of typicality for participants without
design background (**p<0.01)

Typicality=1.68
df=11
F=59.73**
b0=0.1821
b1=0.9213

Typicality=2.7
df=12
F=16.41**
b0=1.2685
b1=0.6953

Typicality=4
df=12
F=21.82**
b0=-0.3954
b1=1.0246

Typicality=4.85
df=10
F=38.55**
b0=-0.5518
b1=1.0753

Typicality=5.87
df=8
F=39.17 **
b0=0.8999
b1=0.7782
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Typicality=6.43
df=8
F=13.6**
b0=1.2281
b1=0.7364

Typicality=7.18
df=6
F=32.41**
b0=0.5831
b1=0.7201

Typicality=8.09
df=5
F=32.3**
b0=-0.2746
b1=1.0009

Table 2. Relationship between aesthetics and preference for 8 sections of typicality for participants with design
background (**p<0.01)

Typicality=1.29
df=1
F=5.89
b0=-3.703
b1=1.8142

Typicality=1.69
df=7
F=49.8**
b0=-2.3873
b1=1.4467

Typicality=2.46
df=6
F=16.31**
b0=-0.1518
b1=0.9148

Typicality=3.85
df=16
F=92.15**
b0=-0.4346
b1=0.9604

Typicality=4.66
df=10
F=29.89**
b0=-0.2246
b1=0.948

Typicality=5.85
df=15
F=32.4**
b0=0.4593
b1=0.8441

Typicality=6.76
df=12
F=121.0**
b0=0.4632
b1=0.8729

Typicality=7.92
df=5
F=35.73**
b0=-0.5325
b1=0.8877

In addition to establishing the linear relationships, we highlight the range of aesthetics-preference values realized
by t he st imuli i n re d c olor. For pa rticipants wi thout design background (T able 1 ), we ob served t hat, hi ghly
typical and novel stimuli correspond to lower level of aesthetics and preference; and stimuli with medium level
of typ icality co rrespond to higher lev el of aesthetics a nd preference. On th e o ther h and, for p articipants with
design background (Table 2), only highly typical stimuli correspond to low level of aesthetics and preference;
stimuli with medium lev el to h igh lev el nov elty can realize high level of aest hetics a nd preference. T hus,
participants with design background are m ore amicable towards novel designs, than participants without design
background.
These findings i ndicate t hat typicality, aest hetics an d preference m ay form a cresce nt m oon s haped, i nclined
surface in t hree dimensions as shown in Figure 5. Chairs with medium-level of typicality scores correspond to
higher sc ores in aest hetics a nd preference; whe reas hi ghly t ypical o r novel c hairs near t he two e xtremes on
typicality co rrespond to lower scores in aesth etics an d preference. Diagrams sh own i n Tables 1 and 2 can be
considered as cross-sections of this three-dimensional surface in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Relationships between typicality, aesthetics and preference
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3.2 Design Characteristics Influencing Aesthetics and Typicality Judgments
How do t he participants ev aluate th e lev els of aesth etics and ty picality fo r th e stim uli? We fi rst classified t he
stimuli in to a 3x3 grid st ructure, with 3 lev els of typ icality an d 3 lev els o f aesth etics for th e two groups of
participants, respectively. We then select only those stimuli whose aesthetics and typicality were judged similarly
by the two groups of participants, and eliminate those stimuli with inconsistent judgments, to produce Figure 6.

Figure 6. Common stimuli within identical sections between groups among three levels of aesthetics and
typicality
By observing how the shape of the chairs changes from one cel l to the next in the grid structure, we can gain a
preliminary un derstanding about t he design characteri stics that i nfluence t he participants’ aest hetics a nd
typicality judgments.
We first note that there are no common stimuli for the cell “beautiful/typical” and the cell “ugly/medium-typical”
in the grid structure. This observation corresponds to our findings that aesthetics-preference scores realized by
stimuli depend on their typicality scores. Chairs with medium-level of typicality scores tend to sco re higher in
aesthetics and preference; whereas highly typical chairs tend to score lower in aesthetics and preference.
In the left column of Figure 6, the forms of most chairs closely resemble the “typical chair” in Fi gure 1, with
four legs, a flat seat, and a ve rtical back. From the bottom cell to the middle cell, th e main differences between
low and medium levels of aesthetics of chairs lie in th e material textures and feature details. In the right column
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of Figure 6, ch airs i n th e bo ttom cell are m ore com plex a nd m ake use of m etaphors, s uch as hi gh-heels,
basketball or cultural patterns; whereas chairs in the top cell are more unified and make us of abstract shapes. In
the m iddle row of Figure 6, ch airs wi th a medium l evel of aest hetics s how g radual c hange i n t heir structures
from the left cell to the right cell. Chairs in the right cell have structures of a “typical chair”. Chairs in the middle
cell might have three legs or have the back and the seat merged into a single piece. Finally, chairs in the right cell
which are considered to be novel, have all elements of a typical chair merged into a single piece, without a clear
distinction between the back, the seat and the legs.
Through the above observations, we conjecture that aesthetics judgments are influenced by surface textures and
detailed features, while typicality judgments are influenced by changes in product structures, such as the addition
or subtraction of elements, as well as abstraction or concretion of product appearance.

4. Conclusions
We examined the joint influence of product aesthetics and typicality on preference responses by using the chair
as the example product. The results confirm that the relationship between preference and aesthetics is a linearly
increasing function, where the most preferred chairs are those with high level of aesthetics; and that the
relationship between preference and typicality is an inverted-U function, where the most preferred chairs are
those with a moderate level of typicality. In addition, we found that the ranges of aesthetics-preference scores
realized by stimuli depend on their typicality scores. Chairs with medium-level of typicality scores correspond to
higher scores in aesthetics and preference; whereas highly typical or novel chairs near the two extremes on
typicality correspond to lower scores in aesthetics and preference. These findings indicate that typicality,
aesthetics and preference may form a crescent moon shaped, inclined surface in three dimensions. We also found
that the two groups of subjects responded differently to the stimuli. Although the relationship between preference
and typicality exhibits an inverted-U function for both groups, participants with design background are more
amicable towards novel designs, than those without design background.
We noted that our studies were conducted using photos of chairs, rather than the actual products. Thus, the
judgments might be different from the judgments with actual products. In addition, as the participants are all
from Taiwan, the results might also reflect differences in terms of cultural and social background.
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